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a higher support was used, but at times the only otherdse suitable base 

available in the respondent's living room w~s a coffee table.) 

Further, respondents were able to mal,s consistent and rather fine 

discriminations among the light levels depict~d in the SLS. There was 

a high rank-order correlation betlifael1 tha levels of light 1fecoroed in 

front of their homes and the levels of light they identified as most 

like those on their blocks when looking into the instrumen~. In using 

the SLS J respondents tended to ovaX'be§timate the brightness of lighting 

of their block. HOt16Var, those HVing in lass !'leU U.gh~0d Sll"aetS tendad 

to select darker settings on the SLS as representative of their blocks 

than those living in batter lighted araas. Given thesa l"Elsults D the 

investment of additional time to develop a mora sophisticat~d version of 

the SLS and to lqefina 'i:he procadura fmr i'i:s use seemed t1ortbwhile. 

The team then contacted Dr. S. ~. Guth of the Depart~nt of Psy

cholc~gy at Indiana UnivEll'sity ~1ho has conducted 6Jttensive research into 

the physiological aspell;:ts of light perception and discrimination. Dr. 

Guth's suggestions in regard to the dosign of the SR..S, the details- of 

its interior lighting, and the fi~ld p~cedures used ~ere solicited in 

an extended meeting. 

After hearing the project's objectives deserib~d and Geeing the 

first version of the SLS, Dr. Guth was generally optimistic about the 

possibility of using an instrument of this type in obtaining measures 

of citizens' perceptions and preferences with regard to street lighting. 

He pOinted out several possible sources of difficulty in the use of the 

SLS, but felt that these would account for only a fra~tion of the total 

variation in citizens' responses. 

R 
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A munber of specific modifications were made in the next version 

of the SLS on the basis of several suggestions made by Dr. Guth and the 

experience gained in the first pretest. These modifications were described 

below. 

The photograph originally on the rear wall viewed by the respondents 

was replaced with a miniature street scene of two model homes from an 

electric train set. 2 This alteration was made in response to the comments 

of some respondents in the first pretest to the effect that they had 

difficulty relating the light levels in the SLS to those seen on ~he street 

because of the two-dimensional nature of the object being viewed. 

In addition, the four bulbs were replaced by a single bulb in 

order to more closely simulate the point source lighting found on city 

streets. The reflective material on the interior was replaced by a non-

reflective background of flat black paint to more closely approximate the 

ambiant darkness of residential streets at night. All light seen by the 

respondent was thus reflected from the surface of the model houses. 

The change to a single bulb required a more powerful source of 

energy to produce the same range of lighting. A choice thus had to be 

made between installing more powerful and heavier batteries, and altering 

the design of the SLS to utilize household current. The latter choice 

would require that interviewers ask respondents to allow the use of 

their household outlets. Since this seemed like an awkward field sit

uation and a number of potential difficulties could be foreseen, the team 

decided to rely on the heavier batteries. The batteries were, however, 

moved to an enlarged control box so that the interviewer experienced their 

2Train set-up models were selected because 1) they were buil~ to 
a known scale, 2) they were relatively easy to obtain and inexpenslve, 
and 3) they were standardi zed so that a number of identical .scenes could 
be constructed. 



.) 

weight rather than the respondents t~ho occIlsioiU1Uy held the SLS to eye 

level. 

The control box dial t'l8S l'ocaJibli,>nted to r~~H0C~ the effects of 

al terations of the interior of the 6.:.5 on lighUng leveb. Bscal.!se the 

brightness of the light would nOi1 v;~ry substantially from place to place 

within the interior, an arbitrary measurement point had to be selected. 

This posed no problem since readings taken at anyone point should change 

in a pattern which was linear with changes OccuFTing at any other point. 

Calibrating measurements were taken at a point between the two miniaturs 

houses. on a plane with the front wall~ of the models. 

The field procedure used in ob~aining msasures of respondents' 

perceptions was altered ~or the sscond round of formal pretesting. Team 

members anticipated that respondents' pupils might adjust differently 

to rising and falling levels of light» and 'i:hat this differwce might 

affect results. There was. mtn.~eoVer) a question as to whether accurate 

results could be obtained by having the respondents or the interviewers 

operate the rheostat dial. AccordinnlYb a series of informal pretests 

of different procedures tlere conducted to determine the t,.,ffects of al tern

ative patterns of light changes on respondents V perceptions. 

Subjects in these pretests were asked to identify the level of 

light in the SLS Which was most like that found on their block~ when: 

1) the rheostat dial was turned ~ward from a setting of zero by 
I 

the interviewer; 

2) the rheostat dial was turned downward floom a s0tting of five 

footcandles by the interviewer; 

3) the rheostat dial was turned uE,~a~ by the respondent; 

4) the rheostat dial \'Ias turned down\~ard by the respondent. 
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No systematic variation in the difference between the estimates made 

using an upward and a downward setting were associated with the diffar

ence between interviewer or interviewee control. Thus, an initial deci

sion was made to use both techniques in the second round of pretesting 

in hopes of making a selection between techniques 1m the basis of in-

formation gathered there. 

One difficulty foreseen, however, was that respondents when allo\ITed 

to manipulate the knob themselves, would depend on tactile rather than 

visual cues in attempting to replicate their initial choice of lighting. 

If so, they might position the pointer of the control knob on the second 

trial by recalling its position on the first setting rather than visually 

judging the light level. A crude effort at correcting for this was 

made in the pretest by having interviewers change the orientation of 

the control box each time it was presented to respondents for manipulation, 

making respondents' reliance on tactile cues more difficult and less 

likely. Changes in instrumentation (described below) were, however, 

considered necessary for a more satisfactory resolution of this problem. 

A second pretest was conducted in January 1974. Respondents were 

selected by first identifying four block faces which were representative 

of different combinations of street lighting and road repair conditions, 

and then securing names and addresses of citizens living on those blocks 

from the Bloomington city directory. A letter of introduction was sent 

to each resident on these blocks, but no phone calls were placed to arrange 

interview times. Twenty-two respondents were interviewed in this pretest. 

While the majority of the interviews in the first pretest ~ere 

conducted by a lone, male interviewer, teams of one male and one female 



were used in the second pretest. This strategy was adopt~d in an effort 

to overcome the resenvations that female r~spondcnts might have about 

allm'fing tm1t'.nown men into their hOIDIJS t1hm.'1 thay were alone. In addition ll 

the interview proved easier to administer with t~o interviewers. One 

team member could administer the oral survey items and record the res b 

ponses to questions concerning the SLS and photograph disp!ayp while the 

other member manipulated the instrument9. This procedure made intera 

"iO\;l5 far smoother thWl th@y had been t1! tIl a lone interwht1ar attempting 

both tasks. 

Tho more representative cross-section of citiz~nn contacted in th@ 

second pretest proved as willing to allow the SLS into their homes and 

to look into it as had the initial group of l'espondents ~ho ~1ara atypical 

by nature of their social and civic: activism o.nd who had bsan extensively 

"primed" for the interviat1s. Whcm ciil:izens asked ~1hat thG1 SLS mll.S, a 

simple response of "This is a Street LighUng Simulltltor and you \1111 have 

a chanco to look inside it dudng tho intarwiet:l p fO provod to be ,'\1. suffici-

This pretest produced m su'bstuntiaUy sma!le:r rw-o~dei" c01'Tela .. 

Hon bebJoen meter readings taken in front of l'espolndents i homes and the 

light levels identified as being most lilea those on their blocks than 

the first pretest had. The relationship \1as, hOWeVEIl p in the "expected" 

direction with those living on more brightly lighted streets tending to 

select higher settings.! The pretest demonstrated that no consistent 

3 The relative weakness of this relationship caused n~ great concern 
because the reference in the questions concerning perceptions was to OV0r
all lovals of lighting on the block, while Obj0Ctivo m0asuro~ were taken 
only in front of homes. Since light levels are quite variable over block 
faces, a single reading may misrepresent the full impression on.~ gets 
by driving or walking along the block. 

---- --- ---- -------- -----------------------.... ~ 
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differences in responses were associated with the difference between 

interviewer and respondent control of the rheostat dial. No administra-

tive problems were encountered with allowing respondents to manipulate 

the dial. 

The factor which seemed to most influence the ~ccuracy \\'i th which 

individuals matched their selections of light levels on paired trials 

(turning the light "up" once and "down" once) was experience in making 

the selection. Respondents consistently made closer matches in later 

pairs of selections, regardless of whether the interviewer or the 1"es-

pondent first operated the dial. Since changing who adjusted the light 

setting could be one way of preventing respondents from feeling that they 

we1"~ being asked to repeat the same task, it seemed wise to retain both 

procedures in an effort to obtain more measures of citizens' perception~. 

In addition to ch&nging the procedure for presenting the stimuli 

in this second phase of pretesting, the control box was held at the side 

of the SLS to simulate a dial built into the instrument. This required 

that the interviewer stand near the respondent while using the SLS. 

Respondents did not seem uncomfortable with this and the decision was 

made to simplify construction olf the SLS by placing the contTol dial on 

the side of future versions of the jnstrument. 

Find Model 

Following this phase of pretesting, an entirely new box was con-

structed for the SLS. The alterations in design included the following. 

1) The exterior dimensions were ch~ged to 12 inches in width, 

12 inches in height, and 16 inches in depth to allow the dis-

tance from the viewers' eye to the model houses to be scaled to 



reflect repl."'esentative rlistances from the f'ronjt of one nOWie 

to another across typical residential streets,. 

2) The batteries ware retumed to ~ha SLS and pllact'ld out of' sigM: 

below a false floor. 

3) The rheostat t1as buH t into the right hand wall of the instl'u~ 

ment and its control knob t'JaS replllced t1ith a l"Ound rtnob which 

would not a11m1 raspcmdents to I'dy on tuctUe l.."Ues in sellScting 

sett.ings. 

4) The viewing hood, designad to ~lock out runbiant light while 

raspondents were looking into the instrument; was inletted to 

more closely fit facial contours, making it eed~r f01' respond~ 

ants to shil!)ld their q)yas from room light. 

5) Because addiiional modol neusc!) of the t.rpe ulIled! in the previous 

versions ~!e1"e unexpectedly tmG.v@i1ablo v and hO:K!S3 of the same 

scale could not be found in :sufficient Yiumber, 6.\ single subn 

urban ranch-style model had 'to be used inside tha instrument. 

This seems to ha.ve posed no problems. 

In addition~ the exterior of the SLS ~as given an attractive po

lished walnut finish. A stand for the instrument was made by altering 

the picture board (to be described in a later report) so th~t it eQuId 

support the SLS. This avoided the necessity of using household items 

to construct make-shift supports at each interview site. 

This new SLS was used in a third small~scale pretest involving 

44 Bloomington residents living on blocks where detailed pTOfile5 of light

ing conditicns had earlier been obtained during the process of developing 

procedures for use of the outdoor light meter. Leters introducing the 

study were sent to each household listed on these blocks in the city 

-
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directory. The principal concern with r~gQrd to the SLS in this pretest 

was to discover citizen reactions to the finished instrument and to the 

reformulated procedures used in obtaining measures of their perceptions 

and preferences. 

This procedure involved asking respondents to manipulate the rheostat 

dial themselves while selecting eight brightness levels from the range 

of light reproducible in the SLS. Respondents were asked to select two 

settings of the dial at \'I'hich the b:dghtness level in .the SLS looked most 

like 1) the lighting currently on their block, overall, 2) the lighting 

they would most like to have on their block, overall, 3) the lighting 

currently provided directly in front of their homes, and 4) the lighting 

they would like to have in front of their homes. 

The pairs of selettions were to be made first by turning the dial 

upward from a setting of complete darkness and then by turning it down

ward from the brightest setting. Respondents were asked to look away from 

the instrument after each selection as the interviewel" recorded the set

ting and turned the dial to the appropriate origin for the next trial. 

It was feared that "fatigue" would set in over the course of so 

many trials, but the pretest revealed that citizens matched selected set

tings as well in later trials as in the earlier ones and did not lose 

interest in the exercise. 

These results were sufficiently conclusive that the version of 

the SLS used in this third phase of pretesting, along with the procedure 

for its use was carried into the final, large-scale pretest without further 

change. 

In addition to the basic procedure, interviewers were instructed 

to take the following precautions to insure reliable measures. First, 



they were to seat respondents so that they faced into the mmjo? light 

sources in the room. This helped reduce the ambiant lighting that might 

enter the SLS during viewing. SecondlYD int0~viewers were directed to 

check the voltage level generatej by the batteries just bafore each in-

terview to insure that use ha.d not drained them to a point where the 

lighting in the instrument would be affected. Throughout the project 

battery charges fluctuated by less tn2.n the amount necessary to produce 

a one percent change in interior lighting~ suggesting tillat this was not 

a source of invalidity warranting any major concern. 

Conclusions and ~uff[estions 

The specific findings fr~ our larger pretest conducted in Indiansc 

pOlis during March mnd April 1914 p ~Jill be presented in I!il later rapon. 

In general, the SLS proved to be qui~@ useful in ob~aining obj~ctiva» 

replicable meaSUI'es of cithens t porc'Jptions and pl'eferencG£. Mtlreov6r
D 

despite its t'leight, bulk and "technical" nattu.'e p the instrulOOnt ~lQS 

physically manageable in a survey re~e~rch setting •. Xn this larger prOD 

test tle experienced a higher proportion of refusals than ~e had during 

the earlier pretests in Bloomington. We t1:l.11 underteJte an flI.nalysis of 

refusals by neighborhood type to ascertain if variation in neighborhood 

SES characteristics affects the rate of successful intervie~s with the 

SLS. 

Future studies using a Street Lighting Simulator may want to con. 

sider making the following changes in the design in order to ease the 

use of the instrument or extend its capacity. 

First. a telescoping stand which can be sst at various heights 

and can be attached to the SLS for transport, could be constructed to 

f l ... 
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ease the task of adjusting viewing heights to different respondents and 

situations. This \l!ould help insure that the instrument could be posi

tioned so that respondents could look into it comfortably, and would in

crease the stability of the SLS during use. Irregular floor surfaces made 

the Street Lighting PQotograph Display a highly precarious base for the SLS. 

Secondly, the door which provides access to the interior of the 

box is currently on the right side of the instrument. This means that the 

wires connecting the rheostat dial to the light system are subject to 

stress each time the door is opened. This could create maintenance prob

lems on instruments used in a large number of surveys. It might, there

fore, be wise to move the door to the left side of the box since the 

control dial should remain on the right for the ease of the majority of 

respondents. 

Finally, the investigation of the possibility of adding the dimension of 

color to the capacities of the SLS would seem to be worthwhile, though the 

technology for doing so may not exist yet. 
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